Announcing
2018 Chantilly Elite Girls AAU
Mission
Provide a quality opportunity for
basketball players to develop
their skills and abilities by
maintaining a core of
inspirational coaches
committed to developing
great players.

Goals





Promote a love of basketball
Improve individual abilities
Build strong team skills
Prepare for the next level

Team selection
Tryouts will be announced for
February 2018. There will be a
minimum of 3 tryouts per grade.
Players should plan to attend at least
2 of the 3 tryouts.

Chantilly Elite Girls AAU Basket
Chantilly Youth Association (CYA)

Girls 4th grade through 11th grade

Overall cost estimates vary depending on the age group, the division, and the number of
tournaments played. The estimated core costs include the following:
 Chantilly Elite pays the club AAU registration fee, players register and pay individually
 CYA Administrative costs and player insurance
 Uniforms (paid individually as needed)
 Gym space
 Equipment
 Approximately 6 tournaments
o Coaches may elect to participate in more tournaments resulting in additional costs
4th grade developmental teams
 Core costs should be approximately $400
 The focus is on introducing the players to the AAU style of basketball
 Usually a lighter schedule than the older and more advanced teams
 Approximately 6 tournaments
5th and 6th grade
 Core costs should be approximately $550
 Focus is on moving the players to the next level of play and competitiveness with
additional tournaments and opportunities
 Approximately 3 additional tournaments for a total of around 9 tournaments
7th and 8th grade
 Core costs should be approximately $625
 The focus is preparing the players for High School basketball
 Approximately 3 additional tournaments for a total of around 12 tournaments

Chantilly Youth
Association
http://www.chantillyyouth.org
sports@theballams.name

9th, 10th, and 11th grade
 Core costs should be approximately $750 ($975 for Showcase Elite Team)
 The focus
o Preparing for college basketball for those interested
o Preparing for High School varsity basketball
 Approximately 3 showcase tournaments for a total of around 12 tournaments
The costs do not include any travel or lodging for the away tournaments. That is paid by the
individual families. CYA keeps all costs down to a minimum to make the program as cost effective
as possible.
Final costs will be finalized once the teams are selected and the tournaments established.

